
LORIBLU, A STORY OF SUCCESSFUL COMPANY

A story of challenges and successes. A story of real people who love each other, who support each 
other and look forward with confidence.
A story made in Italy, made in Le Marche, made in Porto Sant’Elpidio. Years and years of fairs and 
customers, sandals and boots, heels and uppers, display windows and shops, friends and 
partners.
With pride for what has been, and with a strong confidence in a future of new challenges and 
successes.
Passion becomes a business, first collaborators are joined by new people, spaces are always 
smaller: Loriblu grows and becomes larger, making longer and longer
steps and taking the most stimulating challenges. The company moves on with its personality and 
maturity, mixing every day an innate creativity to a fine craftsmanship.
During its history, Loriblu had a constantly growing trend: orders come from everywhere, celebrities 
always want new creations to wear in movies and tv shows: therefore there’s a need of new and 
larger spaces. Loriblu moves from its first plant of Via del Lavoro (1985) to the second in via 
dell’Edilizia (2005), where a prestigious factory store is realized, which becomes soon one of the 
most visited of the region.
The last few years have been characterized by a stronger growth: an incessant rise of turnover, an 
important visibility in all major fashion magazines, the land to new European and Extra European 
markets. Therefore the company embarked on another new challenge: a new futuristic design 
factory of more than 15.000 sq meters, using the latest technologies and a “green” philosophy, 
thanks to the many solar panels on the roof.
Creativity and craftsmanship mix in shoes where class meets design. Women shoes, jewel and 
limited together with men collections stand out for their Elegance, Technology and Luxury.
The most refined, essential and flawless design, joins firstquality materials, thanks to manifacturing 
and stylistic technologies which let the Loriblu collections be on the cutting edge.

         


